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1.

Introduction

1.1

Project Summary
The following report details the photogrammetric survey of eight prehistoric field
monuments on the Isle of Arran on behalf of Matt Ritchie of the Forestry Commission
Scotland. The recording project was designed to enhance the historic environment record
data on the sites, and to inform future conservation and management. It was also required
in order to develop techniques on the aesthetic and analytical visualisation of the
monuments, both individually and in their landscape context, employing 3D models, plans,
elevations and GIS-based landscape and viewshed analyses. The survey element of the work
was required to conform to RCAHMS level 4 (RCAHMS Survey and Recording Policy 2004),
with plans at no scale less detailed than 1:250.

1.2

The remains of seven chambered tombs and one hilltop enclosure were photographically
surveyed, using a combination of aerial and ground-based photography, and the results
combined into photogrammetric 3D models. Spatial control was maintained using highly
accurate DGPS survey equipment.

1.3

The Sites
The following Neolithic to Bronze Age sites were surveyed (see section 2 for further
information, and map 1 for a location plan):









1.4

Giants Graves chambered tombs
Meallach’s Grave chambered tomb
Torran Loisgte chambered tomb
Aucheleffan four poster
Glenrickard chambered tomb
North Sannox chambered tomb
Carn Ban chambered tomb
Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil fort (of late Bronze Age or Iron Age date)

A mixed mode survey programme was designed, utilising the following principle techniques
(please see section 3 for a detailed methodology):
a) Ground-based high-resolution photogrammetry for the recording of the
monuments
b) Airborne photogrammetry to complement the above and to provide accurate 3D
landscape models of the environs of the sites
c) Metric survey to calibrate and scale the 3D survey
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Map 1: Location of the survey sites
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2.

Background

2.1

Giants’ Graves Chambered Cairn

2.1.1

Archaeological Background
Giants’ Graves Chambered Cairn (OS grid ref NS04292467) is a Clyde group long cairn, now
much disturbed but some 35m in length, with a maximum width of 20m at the northern end.
The forecourt of the cairn is horned, and provides access to a chamber 6.5m in length, with a
maximum width of 1.5m (Canmore 2014, ref: NS02SW2)

2.1.2

Previous Archaeological Investigation
Giants’ Graves was subject to archaeological investigation in 1902 confirmed that the
chamber and its contents had been previously disturbed, but did locate a layer of charcoal in
its base, as well as pottery sherds, flint knives and leaf-shaped arrowheads of Neolithic
character (Bryce 1903). An intervention also occurred in 2006 by AOC Archaeology Group in
response to the exposure of potential cremated human remains due to foot traffic over the
site. Cremated bone, a sherd of prehistoric pottery and a retouched flint were recovered
from test-pitting, but it is likely they derive from deposits disturbed by the 1906 excavations
(Roy 2006).

2.2

Meallach’s Grave

2.2.1

Archaeological Background
Meallach’s Grave Chambered Cairn (OS grid ref NS01732888) is a Clyde group long cairn,
now badly robbed, but appears originally to have been 14m in length, with a maximum
width of 10.5m. It may originally have been defined by a drystone kerb. A large façade
existed at the SW end, comprising eight orthostats linked by drystone walling (Mackie 1966).

2.2.2

Previous Archaeological Investigation
The first recorded investigation of the cairn occurred in 1902, when the chamber was
excavated, yielding pottery sherds and pitchstone fragments (Bryce 1903), but a more
substantial excavation occurred in 1961, which uncovered the forecourt and its paving, and
established the original length of the monument. The 1961 excavations also recovered
dateable material from charcoal deposits on the forecourt paving, one of which provided
C14 determinations of 3160+/-110 BC (Mackie 1966).

2.3

Torran Loigste

2.3.1

Archaeological Background
Torran Loigste (sometimes Torr An Loigste) Chambered Cairn (OS grid ref NS04042477) is a
Clyde group chambered cairn with a horned forecourt. It has been very badly disturbed, but
appears to have measured some 25m by 14m. It contains a small chamber (2.5m by 0.8m)
with a capstone resting on corbelling (Fairhurst 1976).
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2.4

Auchleffan

2.4.1

Archaeological Background
Auchleffan four-poster stone circle (also known as Allt Nan Tighean, OS grid ref
NR97842504) comprises four granite stones enclosing an area of approximately 24 square
metres. The stones are all a metre or less in height (Burl 1976).

2.4.2

Previous Archaeological Excavation
The site was excavated by Bryce, but no remains were found (Bryce 1903).

2.5

Glenrickard

2.5.1

Archaeological Background
Glenrickard Chambered Cairn (OS grid ref NS00503465) is a Clyde group long cairn, now
measuring 14m by 10.5m at its largest extent, although the edges of the monument are
badly obscured. There is some debate whether the chamber should be considered a single
construction, or be comprised as two phases, with the presence of an additional cist.
(Henshall 1972, 374).

2.5.2

Previous Archaeological Investigation
In 1861 it was reported that the cairn had been the subject of excavation at some point in
the past, which recovered two pottery vessels that are now lost (McArthur 1861, 25).

2.6

Carn Ban

2.6.1

Archaeological Background
Carn Ban Chambered Cairn is a Clyde group long cairn (OS grid ref NR99102618), measuring
30m by 18m, now slightly obscured by weathering of material down the hillside upon which
it sits. The forecourt may have extended beyond the visible horns to form a circle, but is now
c.10m in width (Henshall 1972). The main chamber was recorded as having four
compartments, but a second chamber may have been present at the SW end (Bryce 1903).

2.6.2

Previous Archaeological Investigation
Carn Ban was excavated in 1902 by Bryce, who described the chambers and the layer of
charcoal in their base, which yielded a flint flake, a pitchstone flake, and unburnt human
bone (Bryce 1903).

2.7

Torr an t’Sean Chaisteil

2.7.1

Archaeological Background
Torr an t’sean Chaisteil is a small oval hillfort occupying the summit of an E-W ridge above
North Sannox (OS grid ref NS00184738). It measures 35m by 30m, enclosed by 0.4m high
stone wall, now much degraded; the entrance is to the SE, protected by a further small outer
stone wall. In 1910 a stone dwelling and the remains of two others were described as
present within the hillfort (Balfour 1910, 175), but subsequent fieldwork was unable to
locate them (Canmore 2014, ref: NS04NW7).
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Map 2: Detailed location maps of the sites
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3.

Methodology

3.1

Photogrammetric Survey

3.1.1

This section concerns the methodology adopted for the 3D survey and analysis of the sites. A
common methodology was adopted for all sites, with a slight variation for the hillfort Torr an
t’Sean Chaisteil.

3.1.2

The Chambered Cairns and Auchleffan Four-Poster
The Chambered Cairns and Auchleffan Four-Poster were surveyed and recorded in three
dimensions using ground-level and, where possible, airborne photogrammetry. Airoborne
photogrammetry was possible at all sites with the exception of North Sannox (due to dense
tree cover), Meillachs Grave (due to access), and was not undertaken at Auchleffan as the
site did not justify its use. Ground-level photogrammetry was undertaken using a Nikon
5100 DSLR camera mounting an 18-105mm lens, and a Sony Nex5 system camera mounting
an 18mm lens. Airborne photogrammetry was undertaken using a Sony Nex5 system camera
mounting an 18mm lens, carried by an Evo S800 GPS controlled multirotor aircraft.

3.1.3

Survey-control was provided by a Leica SmartNet GPS rover, providing 3D Ordnance Survey
coordinates for the surveys.

3.1.4

The processing of the photographs into 3D data was undertaken in Agisoft Photoscan
Professional. This software is capable of the automatic production of 3D models from
overlapping photographs of any resolution, using Exif data from the image files to calculate
the position of images without the need for known baselines. Photoscan also identifies
coded targets which can be placed on the ground and associated with three dimensional
positioning from the OS national grid, provided by the Leica Smartnet GPS rover. This
ensures accuracy of scale, orientation and height to within 5mm. Please see below (3.1.7) for
the justification of these systems over the more expensive and time-consuming method of
laser-scanning.

3.1.5

Torr an t’Sean Chaisteil
Due to the size of the hillfort of Torr an t’Sean Chaisteil, it will be more appropriate to rely
on airborne photogrammetry for the survey of this site. This will be supplemented by
ground-level photography where necessary (such as the recording of small of important
features), but the advantage of airborne survey in this instance is the easy and rapid
acquisition of a 3D landscape model to underlie the data on the monument. This will be of
particular use in GIS analysis (see below) of the hillfort’s landscape position and intervisibility
with contemporary monuments.

3.1.6

Dates and Duration
The surveys were undertaken between Tuesday 9th September and Sunday 14th September,
with the reporting and analysis undertaken in the week immediately thereafter.

3.1.7

Staffing
The survey work was undertaken, and this report prepared, by Dr Ben Edwards of
Archaeological Survey & Consulting and Manchester Metropolitan University, and Dr
Andrew Wilson of Archaeological Survey & Consulting and Bangor University.
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3.1.8

Technical Details
Ground-Based Photogrammetry
Equipment
Nikon 5100 DSLR
Lens
Nikon DX 18-105mm
Overlap
50%
No. Photographs
> 200 per site
Data Processing
Agisoft Photoscan Pro
Processed Resolution
<10mm
Geolocation
Map Data

Leica SmartNet GPS Rover
OS Mastermap Multiscale

Ground-Based Photogrammetry
Equipment
Sony Nex5
Lens
Sony 18mm-55mm
Overlap
50%
No. Photographs
> 200 per site
Data Processing
Agisoft Photoscan Pro
Processed Resolution
<10mm
Geolocation
Map Data

Equipment
Lens
Overlap
No. Photographs
Data Processing
Processed Resolution

3.1.9

Leica SmartNet GPS Rover
OS Mastermap Multiscale

Airborne Photogrammetry
Sony Nex5
Sony 18mm
50%
> 300 per site
Agisoft Photoscan Pro
<10mm

Geolocation
Map Data

Leica SmartNet GPS Rover
OS Mastermap Multiscale

Aircraft
Camera Mounting
Positioning & Flight Control

Evo S800 Multirotor
Zenmuse 315 3-axis gimbal
GPS Waypoint & Attitude Mode

Rationale
Photogrammetry was the most appropriate form of 3-dimensional recording for the target
monuments in this survey. The complicated and sometimes overgrown nature of the target
sites meant that each monument has a number of faces and vertices that require recording.
With a handheld DLSR camera it was a simple matter to rapidly record overlapping
photographs around the entirety of each monument. This can be contrasted with laserscanning as a method of recording, which requires fixed stable points – given the complexity
of the monuments, a very large number of base-station locations would be required, and
many of which might be impractically sited or obscured.
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3.1.10 Airborne photogrammetry was similarly advantageous in a survey of this type. Not only can
it integrate directly with the ground-level photogrammetry with no requirement for
additional processing, it can also accurately record the topography surrounding a site. This
was useful in the later GIS analyses for all the sites where airborne work was possible, but
particularly so for the hillfort at Torr an T’sean Chaisteil, where the topography is integral to
the understanding of the position of the site. Topographic models are produced in exactly
the same manner as the photogrammetrically derived models of sites.

3.2

Photogrammetric Model Processing and Production

3.2.1

Upon completion of the field survey work, photographs were imported in Agisoft Photoscan
Professional and subject to the following processing steps.
1) Photographs are aligned, their relative positions calculated, and a ‘sparse cloud’ of
points produced. This cloud is built from points that the software identified as common
to two or more photographs.
2) A ‘dense cloud’ of points is produced using photographic data of the areas between the
known ‘sparse cloud’ of points.
3) The ‘dense cloud’ is processed to produce a wireframe mesh – a solid 3D model of the
site.
4) This solid object is then textured using the rectified photographic data.
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4.

Results

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

The results of the survey in this section are organised by site (see map 2 for locations). In
each case, the textured and un-textured meshed models of the sites are provided at a
relatively low level of detail for the purpose of graphical representation, and more detailed
models of important features of at each site are presented at higher resolution. Nb. High
resolution data is provided in digital form to the client for all sites.
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4.2

Auchleffan

4.2.1

General Remarks
Auchleffan was surveyed using ground-based photogrammetry only, and the survey area
was extended beyond the stones of the four-poster/stone circle to include an outlier
immediately adjacent to the forestry track.

4.2.2

Model Details
Dense Cloud: # Points
Mesh: # Vertices
Mesh: # Faces
Texture Resolution
Ground Resolution
Error

4.2.3

13,555,421
455,639
907,248
2048 × 1536 * 4
0.00097 m/pix = 0.98 mm
0.7205 pix

Models
Figure 1 shows an angled view from the front stone looking back at the four stones. Figure 2
shows vertical aerial orthophoto and Figure 3 shows a profile view generated from the 3D
photogrammetry of the site.

Figure 1: Auchleffan - Texture Angled View
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Figure 2: Auchleffan - Tectured Vertical view

Figure 3: Auchleffan - Textured elevation

4.2.5

Presentation of textured and wireframe model

Figure 4: Auchleffan - Untextured Vertical view
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Figure 5: Auchleffan - Untextured elevation

Figure 6: Auchleffan - Wireframe model of the Four Stones
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4.3

Carn Ban

4.3.1

General Remarks
Carn Ban was largely modelled using aerial photogrammetry. This was because the relatively
undifferentiated surface of the cairn made ground-based photogrammetry difficult, and the
size of the cairn rendered aerial work more efficient. The monument has a group of four
potential façade stones.

4.3.2

Model Details
Dense Cloud: # Points
Mesh: # Vertices
Mesh: # Faces
Texture Resolution
Ground Resolution

4.3.3

17,427,877
296,165
590,648
2048 × 1536 * 4
0.00097 m/pix = 0.98 mm

Models
Figure 7 shows vertical aerial orthophoto and Figure 8 shows a profile view generated from
the 3D photogrammetry of the site.
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Figure 7: Carn Ban - Textured vertical view
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Figure 8: Carn Ban - Textured side one view

4.3.5

Presentation of textured and wireframe model

Figure 9: Carn Ban - Wireframed model

Figure 10: Carn Ban - Untextured elevation
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Figure 11: Carn Ban - Untextured vertical view
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4.4

Giants Graves

4.4.1

General Remarks
Giant’s Graves was a challenging site to accurately model. A combination of ground-based
and aerial photogrammetry was required because there were a large number of stones that
had potential rock-art or graffiti detailing. The complexity of the chambers also required
close-up terrestrial photogrammetry, whilst the aerial work was required to situate the two
chambers relative to one-another and provide detail of the intervening landscape. The two
separate chambers at the monument indicate two separate burial monuments, now both
exposed through excavation.

4.4.2

Model Details
Dense Cloud: # Points
Mesh: # Vertices
Mesh: # Faces
Texture Resolution
Ground Resolution

4.4.3

49,068,310
540,139
1,303,476
2048 × 1536 * 4
0.00097 m/pix = 0.98 mm

Models
Figure 12 and Figure 17 displays a vertical aerial orthophoto generated from the 3D
photogrammetry of the site, whilst Figure 14 and Figure 15 shows the areas of interest.

Figure 12: Giants Graves - Vertical view

Figure 13: Giants Grave - Elevation
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4.4.4

Area of interest 1 (Figure 14 and Figure 15) highlight antiquity graffiti located near the
southern set of façade stones. The photogrammetrical methods used can enhanced the
graffiti adding more depth to the model enabling the text to be read more clearly (Figure
18).

Figure 14: Giants Graves - Textured graffiti on stone
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Figure 15: Giants Graves - Untexture graffiti on stone

Figure 16: Giants Graves - Wireframe model of graffiti on stone
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4.4.5

Presentation of textured and wireframe model

Figure 17: Giants Graves - Untextured vertical view

Figure 18: Giants Graves - Wireframe model
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4.5

Torran Loisgte

4.5.1

General Remarks
The site of Torran Loigste is very badly disturbed, but there are the remains of two potential
burial structures, including a length of collapsed passage (see Figure 22). One of these
structures appears to have been set behind the façade of the mound, whilst another is set
transversely into the side of the monument. The horned forecourt is just visible as an arc of
collapsed orthostats. The detailing of the chambers and the forecourt were recorded using
terrestrial photogrammetry, whilst the monument overall was captured from the air.

4.5.2

Model Details
Dense Cloud: # Points
Mesh: # Vertices
Mesh: # Faces
Texture Resolution
Ground Resolution

4.5.3

20,3263,716
670,459
1,335,865
2048 × 1536 * 4
0.00097 m/pix = 0.98 mm

Models
Figure 19 displays a vertical aerial orthophoto generated from the 3D photogrammetry of
the site, whilst Figure 21 shows the same image with areas of interest (seen in Figure 22and
Figure 23). These areas of interest were selected because they represent probably burial
structures, within the damaged cairn body.
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Figure 19: Torran Loisgte - Textured vertical view
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Figure 20: Torran Loisgte - Textured elevation

4.5.4

Area of interest 1 (Figure 22) is likely to be the grave slab supported by corbelling described
by Fairhurst (1976). It was possible to photograph within this feature and extract an internal
3D model. Area of interest 2 (Figure 23) is also the remains of a possible chamber, set behind
the original position of the façade of the monument.

Figure 21: Torran Loisgte - Isometric projection of the models

Figure 22: Torran Loisgte AoI #1 - Grave slab resting on corbelling
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Figure 23: Torran Loisgte AoI #2 - Potential ruined chamber behind façade (façade to top left)
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4.6.5

Presentation of textured and wireframe model

Figure 24: Torran Loisgte - Untextured vertical view
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Figure 25: Torran Loisgte - Untextured elevation
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4.6

Glenrickard

4.6.1

General Remarks
The model for Glenrickard was compiled exclusively by terrestrial photogrammetry due to
small size of the site and the proximity to overhanging vegetation. The vertical orthophoto
clearly displays the location of the three cists and location of the potential entrance to the
chamber. The monument is badly disturbed and any surviving traces of a mound are now
totally obscured by vegetation.

4.6.2

Model Details
Dense Cloud: # Points
Mesh: # Vertices
Mesh: # Faces
Texture Resolution
Ground Resolution

14,400,493
327,406
651,298
2048 × 1536 * 4
0.00097 m/pix = 0.98 mm
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4.6.3

Models

Figure 26: Glenrickard - Textured vertical view
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Figure 27: Glenrickard - Textured elevation

4.6.5

Presentation of textured and wireframe model

Figure 28: Glenrickard - Untextured vertical view
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Figure 29: Glenrickard - Wirefamed model
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4.7

Meillachs Grave

4.7.1

General Remarks
Meillachs grave has excellent survival of the orthostats forming the entrance to the
chamber, and of the structure of the sunken chamber itself. However, apart from the
orthostats, aboveground detail is now almost totally absent. The model was created using
terrestrial photogrammetry exclusively.

4.7.2

Model Details
Dense Cloud: # Points
Mesh: # Vertices
Mesh: # Faces
Texture Resolution
Ground Resolution

9,088,099
184,566
367,051
2048 × 1536 * 4
0.00097 m/pix = 0.98 mm
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4.7.3

Models

Figure 30: Meillachs Grave - Textured vertical view
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Figure 31: Meillachs Grave - Textured elevation

4.7.5

Presentation of textured and wireframe model

Figure 32: Meillachs Grave - Untextured elevation
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Figure 33: Meillachs Grave - Wirefame model
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4.8

North Sannox

4.8.1

General Remarks
The cairn at North Sannox is now very badly disturbed, with a surviving trace of only a single
chamber, now appearing as a cist. The site lies within dense forest, thus making aerial
photogrammetry impossible. A large fallen tree partially obscures the centre of the model.

4.8.2

Model Details
Dense Cloud: # Points
Mesh: # Vertices
Mesh: # Faces
Texture Resolution
Ground Resolution

4.8.3

25,196,624
518,118
1,033,554
2048 × 1536 * 4
0.00097 m/pix = 0.98 mm

Models

Figure 34: North Sannox - Vertical view
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Figure 35: North Sannox - Elevation

4.8.4

4.8.5

Presentation of textured and wireframe model

Figure 36: North Sannox - Untextured vertical view model

Figure 37: North Sannox - Untextured elevation
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Figure 38: North Sannox - Wireframe model
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4.10

Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil

4.10.1 General Remarks
The hillfort of Torr an t’Sean Chaisteil was recorded using aerial photogrammetry due to its
impressive size. Vertical photographs and an orbit of oblique photographs were used to
capture the detail for the model.
4.10.2 Model Details
Dense Cloud: # Points
Mesh: # Vertices
Mesh: # Faces
Texture Resolution
Ground Resolution

23,895,963
670,459
1,520,033
2048 × 1536 * 4
0.00097 m/pix = 0.98 mm
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4.10.3 Models

Figure 39: Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil - Vertical view

Figure 40: Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil - Elevation
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Figure 41: Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil - Perspective view

Figure 42: Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil AoI #1 - Possible entrance to fort
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4.10.5 Presentation of textured and wireframe model

Figure 43: Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil - Untextured vertical view
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Figure 44: Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil - Untextured elevation

Figure 45: Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil - Untextured perspective view
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5. Geographical Information Systems Analysis (GIS)
5.1

Introduction
The following sections with cover the GIS aspects of the project, giving details of all the data
used and analysis performed. All GIS analysis was performed in ERSI ArcGIS, with all data
held in a Geodatabase utilising OSGB 1936 as the base map referencing system.

5.2

Data-source
Three sets of data were utilised in the production of the GIS files for this report, namely: OS
LandLine, OS MasterMap and RCAHMS Canmore.

5.3

GIS Dataset

5.3.1

Introduction
The base digital elevation model (DEM) was created using three dataset, OS LandLine
contour and point data but also the topo layer from the MasterMap geodatabase (Figure
46). The OS data were passed through the Topo2Raster calculation producing the final DEM
(Figure 48). The Z axis exaggeration was left as the default (1.0) in this case.
Site information for all cairns on Arran, including those surveyed, was extracted from
RCAHMS Canmore National Monuments Record. This data was then imported into the GIS
(Figure 47), this site information data was the basis for all following analyses.

Figure 46: Contour and elevation point data

Figure 47: All cairns on Arran
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Figure 48: Digital Elevation Model created from
contour data

5.3.3

Figure 49: All surveyed Carns(Inc Torran Sean)

Triangulated Irregular Network

Figure 50: Triangulated Irregular Network
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5.3.4

Slope Analysis

Figure 51: Slope analysis (degrees)

5.3.5

Figure 52: Slope showing direction

Hill-shading Analysis

Figure 53: Elevation hill-shading
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5.4

Visibility Analysis
For the visibility analysis of the survey sites four different techniques were utilised; Line of
sight, single viewshed, total viewshed and cumulative viewshed. The site information for all
carns on Arran, including those surveyed, were again extracted from RCAHMS Canmore
Nation Monuments Record.

5.4.1

Background
Line of sight
Line of sight visibility analysis is a process by which visibility is tested along the distance of a
line drawn from two points in an environment. The calculation uses the underlying
topographic DEM along the length of the line for the visibility analysis. If the DEM hides the
target at any point along the line the analysis will locate the obstruction and continue
calculating along the line, highlighting at what points the target is visible/hidden.
It appears from the analysis, that the southern group of chambered cairns may have been
constructed so as to be intervisible with one another. When all the cairns on Arran are
introduced into this analysis, a similar pattern emerges for clusters of monuments in
different areas of the island’s landscape.

Single viewshed
The single viewshed analysis is the most popular of all the types of visibility calculations
utilised in archaeology. Unlike the line of sight analysis, the single viewshed takes a 360
sweep of the raster DEM, displaying all cells that are visible from the selected location. The
calculation works by selecting each cell of the raster file and calculating the line of sight to
each of these cells from the given observation point. The applications of single viewshed
analysis have become a major part of archaeological landscape research.
From this analysis, it seems that the chambered cairns may not have been constructed so as
to be particularly visible in the landscape, and almost certainly did not privilege views of the
sea, as some commentators have argued. Wide viewsheds appear to be less significant than
intervisibility between cairns.

Total viewshed
A total viewshed calculation is used to create a background visibility index of a given
environment, finding the most visible locations in the research area. The total viewshed
performs a single viewshed calculation on each individual pixel of the raster DEM for the
whole research area. Each viewshed is added together, resulting in a combined total
viewshed for the research area. Archaeological research into the use of total viewshed is
limited due to vast amount of computational processing time required and the lack of
development of scripts to perform total viewshed calculations automatically. If no scripts are
available for performing the total viewshed analysis, the individual viewsheds must be
carried out manually, making the process very time consuming and laborious. For examples
on total viewshed methodology see Llobera, 2003; Llobera, 2004.
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Cumulative viewshed
Wheatley (1994) introduced the concept of cumulative viewshed analysis in archaeology as
an enhancement to the existing use of GIS that produces simple fields-of-view, and as an
alternative to the total viewshed analysis. The main focus of the cumulative viewshed is to
understand the relationship between each observation point in isolation, however this
means that the space in between each of the points is not taken into consideration during
the process (Llobera, 2003). In his examination of long barrow locations in the Avebury
region, Wheatley produced individual viewshed for each of the monuments in the study
area. These viewsheds were then combined using map algebra to create a single composite
map. Wheatley then incremented each viewshed by one in order to account for each barrow
being visible to themselves (Wheatley, 1995). The resulting maps displayed not only if the
location in the landscape was in view but also how often it was in view. Wheatley concluded
that barrows generally occur in locations of higher visibility than the background viewshed
results. Due to the statistically-based results, the cumulative viewshed has become a widely
used analysis within computer-based archaeology. The statistically-based testing of the
results, however, has also limited its wide spread use. This again is due to the ease at which
the standard single viewshed analysis can be performed; once produced it does not require
any further calculations. As such the standard viewshed is still more widely used over the
more statistically sound cumulative viewshed.
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2.5D Analysis
5.4.1

GIS-Based Viewshed Analysis

Figure 54: Lines of sight between all carns
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Figure 55: Lines of sight between surveyed carns
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Total Viewshed

Figure 56: Total viewshed of all recorded carns on Arran (White = High Visibility)
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Cumulative Viewshed

Figure 57: Cumlative viewshed of all recorded carns on Arran (White = Most intervisible)
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Auchleffan

Figure 58: Visibility from Auchleffan
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Carn Ban

Figure 59: Visibility from Carn Ban
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Giants Graves

Figure 60: Visibility from Giants Graves
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Torran Loisgte

Figure 61: Visibility from Torran Loisgte
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Glenrickard

Figure 62: Visibility from Glenrickard
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Meillachs Grave

Figure 63: Visibility from Meillachs Grave
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North Sannox

Figure 64: Visibility from North Sannox
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Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil

Figure 65: Visibility from Torr an t'Sean Chaisteil
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